
Picking up short wavelength gamma rays -
a clear Cherenkov ring from a single 5 GeV 
high energy electron. 

DETECTORS 
Cherenkov telescope 
for gamma rays 

A new high energy gamma ray 
telescope idea proposed by loanis 
Giomataris and Georges Charpak at 
CERN promises efficient detect ion 
w i th good energy and angular reso
lution, w i th potential applications in 
many areas of physics research. 

The (Cherenkov) light emit ted by 
charged particles passing through a 
medium has long been used for 
particle identif ication. The light 
comes out at an angle which de
pends on the particle velocity, and 
if the particle momentum is meas
ured separately f rom the way the 
track is bent in a magnetic f ie ld, 
the particle mass can be calculated 
over a range of velocit ies, giving 
the particle's identity. 

In the increasingly popular Ring 
Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) count
ers, the emitted Cherenkov pho
tons are focussed by a mirror into 

a ring whose radius identifies 
emerging particles. 

Conventional RICH counters pro
duce rings containing only a few 
detected photons (tens at the 
most) , and it was not clear whether 
the huge sprays of electrons pro
duced by high energy gamma rays 
would produce a discernable Cher
enkov ring at all. Now this has 
been demonstrated and the difficul
ties of handling thousands of pho-
toelectrons have been mastered by 
the Charpak group, using a tech
nique which picks up the light emit
ted by atoms excited in ionization 
avalanches, and which looks prom
ising for a wide variety of applica
t ions. 

The shape and posit ion of the 
produced rings helps tell which di
rection an incoming photon has 
come f rom, opening the door to 
new particle physics applications 
and, w i th its high aperture, for 
astronomical gamma ray tele
scopes. 

Following earlier simulation 
studies which suggested the feasi
bility of the approach, this summer 

I. Giomataris, A . Gougas and W . 
Dominik looked at the electromag
netic showers produced by a 10 
GeV electron beam in lead-glass, 
using a liquid freon Cherenkov ra
diator w i th a mult istep avalanche 
chamber as the photosensit ive de
tector and a CCD camera for the 
readout. Clear rings were seen, 
f rom which the parent high energy 
electron (or photon) can be pin
pointed to wi th in about a millira-
dian. 

Like its conventional RICH cou
sins, the technique can also be 
used for particle identif ication, di
stinguishing between pions and 
kaons up to 4 GeV. 

CHALK RIVER 
Tandem cyclotron 
upgrade 

The f irst half of the final construc
t ion phase is complete for the Tan
dem Accelerator Superconducting 
Cyclotron (TASCC) at the Canadian 
Chalk River Laboratory (Janua
ry/February 1987 issue, page 29), 
and experiments are in full swing. 

TASCC was shut down at the 
beginning of the year to remove 
experimental equipment on tempo
rary beamlines, to reinstall it in per
manent posi t ions, and to construct 
50 metres of new beam transport 
line. The goal was to have beam 
available to four target stations in 
the summer, and this was achieved 
on schedule. The three major 
TASCC facilities can now operate 
w i th beam f rom the tandem or 
f rom the cyclotron (with tandem in
jection). Five more target posit ions 
will fo l low. 

In August , a workshop on heavy 
ion physics attracted researchers 
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A MAJOR ADDITION 

TO CES BUILDING BLOCKS 

You knew that CES already offers the best connections for: 

* CAMAC to VME :CBD8210 *VME to BI-VAX :HVR8217/BI 
* FERA to VME :HSM8170 *VME toMicroVAX :HVR8217/Q 
*VME to VME :VMV/VIC 8250 

And, of course, the best high speed CPUs for physics : 

*FIC 823016 or 25 Mhz MC68020 based *FIC 823116 or 25MHz MC68030 based 

Now we are bringing you a new way to look at your experimental data graphically 
with a MAC II to VME connection: 

MAC 7212 

Once again,this is a professional solution offering major improvements over existing 
systems: 

Low Cost M A C n STARTER KIT 
MAC 7212 (Nubus card) 
VBR 8212 (VME card) 
Cable set 
Software package 

Available interfaces to : 
HyperCard 
LabView 

- faster 
- simpler 
- safer 

4 Mbyte/sec. 
single slot 
interfaced with 
APPLE software 

CREATIVE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

For these and our other VME 
Headquarters: CES Geneva, Switzerland 

CES.D Germany 

and CAMAC modules, contact us 
Tel: (022) 925 745 Fax: (022) 925 748 
Tel: (6055) 4023 Fax: (6055) 82 210 

for your nearest distributor. 
Tlx: 421 320 
Tlx: 418 4914 

CES Creative Electronic Systems SA 70, Route du Pont-Butin Case Postale 107 CH-1213 Petit-Lancy 1 GENEVA SWITZERLAND 



A good turnout for the CERN Accelerator 
School's 1988 General Accelerator Physics 
Course, held at Salamanca in Spain. 

(Photo S. Turner) 

f r om abroad, looking at the three 
major areas of TASCC research -
heavy ion reaction mechanisms, 
fundamental beta decay and nu
clear structure at high spin, - dis
cussions on the latter leading to a 
gamma ray spectrometer experi
ment immediately fo l lowing the 
workshop . 

ACCELERATORS 
Spanish steps 

In September, the CERN Accelera
tor School (CAS) held its third Gen
eral Accelerator Physics Course, 
the venue this t ime being Salaman
ca, the oldest university in Spain. 

Spain, which rejoined CERN in 
1982 , n o w has a v igorous and 
steadily growing high energy phy
sics communi ty making substantial 
contr ibut ions to physics detector 
development and successful ly in
volv ing Spanish industry. However 
the embryonic accelerator c o m m u 

nity cannot yet generate an equival
ent level of act ivi ty, and this im
portant channel for introducing new 
high technology into industry has 
yet to be fully exploi ted. 

However interest in accelerators 
and the concomitant spinoff tech
nology is g rowing rapidly, as de
monst rated by the decision of the 
Centre for Industrial Development 
to award ten scholarships for 
Spanish students attending the 
course. Hopefully this initial Span
ish enthusiasm for accelerators wi l l 
cont inue. 

The intense lecture course, sup
plemented by seminars on acceler
ators and on industrial spinoff, was 
at tended by over a hundred s tu
dents, including for the f irst t ime 
part icipants f rom Iraq and Saudi 
Arabia. The School was organized 
by CAS in col laboration w i th the 
'Comision interministerial de Cien-
cia y Tecnologia, the Centro de In-
vest igaciones Energeticas, Me-
diambientales y Tecnologicas, the 
Centro para el Desarollo Tecnologi -
co e Industrial, and the University 
of Salamanca. 

Industrial 
collaboration 
The special November issue 
of the CERN Courier was 
given over to the increasing 
collaboration between particle 
physics and industry. Several 
contributions arrived too late 
for inclusion in that issue. 

TRIUMF 
Medical applications 

TRIUMF, Canada's national suba
tomic research laboratory in Van
couver, is based on a 5 2 0 MeV cy
clotron providing 150 microamp 
proton beams. Whi le most re
searchers are interested in pure 
particle and nuclear physics re
search, TRIUMF's Appl ied Pro
gramme Division has other objec
t ives. 

The Appl ied Programme has tra
dit ionally concentrated on medical 
areas. There is an active posi t ron 
emission tomography (PET) pro
g ramme; radioisotopes are pro
duced both for PET and for use as 
tracers or s tandards; an intense 
beam of negative pions is used for 
cancer therapy; and a small c o m 
mercial cyc lo t ron (suitable for iso
tope product ion at hospitals) is be
ing designed and built in conjunc
t ion w i th local industry. 

Non-medical applications include 
neutron act ivat ion analysis of m i 
neral samples by an industrial as
saying company, and an electronics 
laboratory developing new kinds of 
gallium arsenide charge-coupled 
devices (eventually to be manufac
tured commercial ly). 
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